Testimonials
14 March 2016
Anjel OBryant
Coloraction International
Studio 5
2 Esther Road
Balmoral NSW 2088
Dear Anjel
Our recent office renovation and decoration has again hit the spot with our staff and our clients. We
want to thank you for your tireless commitment in the decoration process, your guidance and
inspiration. The colour scheme is perfect and reflects our personal aspirations. This could not have
been achieved without your masterly knowledge of colour, reflective space and energy. We are now
enjoying a work environment that is perfectly balanced, presents highly professional and uniquely
characterised.
Yours faithfully
ANTUNES LAWYERS
19th September
To Whom It May Concern:
Coloraction International Pty Ltd /Anjel OBryant
I confirm that Strata Partners, as Strata Managing Agents, have engaged the services of Anjel O’Bryant
from Coloraction on behalf of several Owner Corporations of home units and townhouse complexes.
Anjel has provided these clients with creative, practical plans to redecorate the exterior and internal
common areas of their buildings. In most cases these building had out-dated colour schemes and
needed practical, creative and affordable solutions so as to update the building and effectively add
value with a present day new colour design.
Anjel’s enthusiasm, professional approach, creative talent and ability to “sell” her ideas to large groups
of people has resulted in her achievement of successfully carrying out projects using her ideas and
judgements.
I have no hesitation in recommending Anjel to anyone needing expert advice and support on colour and
design for any residential or commercial project.
Yours Faithfully
STRATA PARTNERS
John Metcalf
Strata Manager

19 March, 2003

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
ANJEL O’BRYANT/COLORACTION INTERNATIONAL
I have known Anjel O’Bryant since 1988 and have considerable pleasure in recommending her to any
person or organisation which is seeking a successful outcome in creating environments which support
the mental, emotional and physical need of persons using those environments. I have engaged Anjel
and her company, Coloraction International Pty Ltd on several occasions both through my role as
Manager of Project Management Services for Fletcher Construction Australia and since 1996, as
Managing Director of this company.
Anjel has been responsible for preparation of the color design for the projects summarised below. This
selection covered all internal finishes and some external finishes where practicable, including paints,
timber veneers, floor finishes, wall tiles, powder coatings, curtains, fabrics for chairs, lounges, etc and,
in some cases, extended to recommendations on staff uniforms. Projects included:
• John Moroney Correctional Centre, a 200 bed medium security special purpose prison at
Windsor, NSW. This was the first prison built in Australia on a design and construction basis
and Coloraction was an essential consultant in the success of this project as it was the first
time that the science of color and effect of color on people was adopted in a correctional
institution.
• Hawkesbury District Health Service, a 125 bed level ¾ hospital developed by Catholic Health
care Australia at Windsor, NSW. This commission included all building finishes, furnishing
and staff uniforms.
• Commercial offices for Jennings Construction Australia.
• Extensions and refurbishment to the Masonic Hospital, Ashfield, NSW.
• Hawera Hospital, a new regional hospital developed by Taranaki District Health Board in
New Zealand.
• Taranaki Base Hospital up-grades, New Plymouth, New Zealand, compromising the Mental
Health Unit, the Emergency care Department, the Cardiology, Dialysis and Maternity Units
and the MRI facility within the Radiology Department.
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In all of these projects ANjel has sought through consultation with various user-groups to understand
the functions to which every space within the respective project will be put and the types of physical,
emotional and mental needs of persons working in or occupying those spaces in their particular
capacity. In prisons and hospitals the needs and associated stresses on people such as inmates or
patients, prison officers or doctors and nurses, and upon visitors to these facilities can be widely
different but commonly quite intense. The understanding and the application of the science of color
that Anjel has brought to such projects has enabled her to create environments that calm or stimulate
occupants of those environments as appropriate and, therefore, reinforce achievement of appropriate
outcomes from those occupants.
Anjel’s color schemes and use of fabrics have achieved considerable acclaim, particularly in the recent
facilities in New Zealand and at Hawkesbury Hospital. It is the intention of this company to continue to
bring her special talent and knowledge to future projects managed by this company wherever
practicable.

Yours faithfully,
John A. Barton
Managing Director

Dear Anjel,

As a member of the Strata Plan Executive Committee charged with organising the decoration and
refurbishment of the 33 floors in the Park Regis building, I was daunted. Fortunately you, and your
company Coloraction International took immediate control of hurdles that confronted us; a very large
project, the existence of disparate artistic and aesthetic sensibilities, economic constraints, a forty year
old building, an unfavourable timeline, a complex schedule, and strong willed long term residents
unfamiliar with the concept of change, coupled with a mid city location with severe access constraints.
You demonstrated sophisticated interpersonal skills in addressing the concerns of the residents through
inclusion rather than exclusion. This transformation of opinion was underpinned by both your
humanity and ferocious belief in the logic and philosophy of your discipline.
You demonstrated sophisticated interpersonal skills in addressing the concerns of the residents through
inclusion rather than exclusion. This transformation of opinion was underpinned by both your
humanity and ferocious belief in the logic and philosophy of your discipline.
The scheduling of work with the vast array of trades was also a feature of this project. With limited
building access in terms of council regulations, parking facilities and imposition of ever increasing
demands; you took it all before you, offering the building an assured presence of great knowledge and
integrity.
Park Regis was delivered a new signature look that befits the first and largest residential tower in
Sydney. I thank you for your professional and inspirational leadership in this venture, knowing that the
metamorphosis was very much as a result of your involvement.
Yours Sincerely,
Anthony Leece
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
RE: ANJEL OBRYANT/COLORATION INTERNATIONAL P/L
It was great to have the opportunity to invite Anjel OBryant of Coloraction International to speak at our
seminar in Bowral this year for our strata managers team conference, which consisted of approximately
20 personnel.
I first heard Anjel speak at the Institute of Strata Managers seminar and was so enthralled and
impressed with her presentation, I was determined to get Anjel to one of our conferences.
Anjel’s style of presentation was unique, inspirational and very interactive. I found Anjel to be a very
professional speaker and presenter with an impressive knowledge and passion for colour in relation to
commercial property, personal image, signage and stationery.
Our personnel were enthralled with the knowledge Anjel presented on how the scientific logic of
colour works and they all commented on how much they enjoyed her talk. She presented in an easy to
understand and fascinating way on how to lift profitability for our clients and how personal image and
colour affects sales. Our strata managers and personnel now feel more confident when speaking to
clients about their property needs using this new added-value tool.
I would have no hesitation in recommending Anjel to any organization seeking an inspirational and
exciting speaker.

Volli Peacock
March 6th 2017

To Whom It May Concern:

Re Project Management and Colour Design by Anjel OBryant of Coloraction International
I have considerable pleasure in recommending Anjel OBryant of Coloraction International to any
Executive Committee for a body corporate building seeking a successful outcome for any
refurbishment project, large or small, partial or complete. We engaged Anjel’s services for colour
design and project management for the exterior of which I am on the Executive.
I have found Anjel to have the ability to combine colour logic, inspiration, experience and enthusiasm
while at the same time being empathetic to the needs of the people on the Executive and in the
environment.
Anjel’s ability to think laterally and creatively meant that she provided a unique and successful
solution to any issues or problems that arose along the way. As a result both large refurbishments went
smoothly and efficiently making the whole process less time consuming and enjoyable.
Anjel was always there to reply to any questions or clarify any issues and her answers were always
logical and creative so the best possible outcome was achieved.
I would have no hesitation in recommending Anjel to anyone needing expert advice and support on
colour and design for any commercial or residential projects and most importantly therefore increases
the property value.
Body Corporate Executive
Errol Duck Chong
2A Dalton Rd
Mosman 2088

